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Good news needles in bad news haystacks, again. 
  

Here is a surprising table.  It shows how the local stock market has performed all over the world, so far 
this year.  Those nations in boxes are the “G7” countries:  the 7 biggest “advanced economies” in the 
world, with around half the world’s annual income and wealth.  
  

 
  

It was surprising, at Outlook, despite how closely we pay attention to the U.S. and world economy.  Almost 
everybody is having a good year—including countries which we might think have no right whatsoever to 
have a good stock market.  T 
  



There’s Greece at the very top.  Its economy has been in the hospital for a decade or so.  Lately it’s been 
moved from “Critical Condition” to “Long Term Intensive Care.”  But “up 41%?”  One explanation is that 
there’s a new doctor on the case (Greece’s new president) whose idea of the best treatment for the 
patient is less like medieval blood-letting, and more like nourishing hot soup.  
  
Then, scanning down, we see more boxes:  Italy, Germany, France and Japan.  They’re all having 
spectacular years, pretty much.  How?  Those 4 economies have been the very definition of “stagnant” 
for 10 solid years . . . and the Trade War, throughout this year, has looked like a torpedo under the 
waterline, as far as the their already-stagnant economic indicators are concerned.  The last box contains 
Britain.  It should have died of Brexit this year, if not long ago, as far as the expert commentators are 
concerned.  
  
Our last glance is at Russia, up 37%; and China, up 19%.  We can’t believe much about either nation’s self-
reported economic indicators—but we can say with certainty that China is at its weakest in 20 years; and 
Russia has very little in its economy under the heading of “Dynamic, Enduring Growth.”  It has oil and gas, 
which it milks for all they’re worth.  
  
Why all the good market numbers, then? 
  
That brings us face-to-face with the profound differences in how people look at the world.  Not all, but 
many market participants would answer this way:  “Those numbers are just the tail end of a gigantic asset 
bubble, created by the world’s central banks printing an ocean of money for the last decade, which has 
flowed into stock and bond prices, taking them to heights which tell us that Armageddon is around the 
corner.”  For those people, Main Street and its hard work, invention and determination just aren’t part of 
the picture.  They never change their minds, for deep psychological reasons we don’t understand, but 
here are a couple of charts they ought to think about, anyway. 
  

 
  
  



 
  
At the top we see global unemployment falling from about 8% to about 6%, this past decade.  At the 
bottom we see U.S. unemployment plunging from 10% to 3.6%; the German rate down to 3.1% from 7.5%; 
and poor, Brexit-doomed Britain falling, somehow, from 7.6% to 3.8% . . . of which the last full percentage 
point improvement has been during the 3 years after the Brexit vote.  (When Britain’s 
famous Economist magazine led the parade of experts predicting collapse, due to that vote.) 
  
Compared to the U.S., the rest of the world’s economies, by and large, have been trudging ahead bearing 
burdens of taxation and regulation which range from “heavy” to “crushing.”  But the unemployment 
numbers carry one message which is crystal clear:  they have been trudging forward, anyway.  It is a 
testament to something Outlook has observed a few times:  “A little bit of market freedom, of 
competition, of capitalism goes a remarkably long way, when it comes to promoting economic 
growth.”  Those things have certainly been helped considerably by the growth-triggering benefits of the 
Technological Revolution, still going on after several decades.  They all add up to “Main Street” doing its 
job; not central banks making everything go up with funny money. 
  
There is one more factor behind that top chart’s market performances.  It’s called “valuation.”  Europe’s 
economic progress is very slow . . . but a lot of its big companies are both financially strong, and cheaply 
valued.  America’s progress is much better than “slow,” and a lot of its big companies are both financially 
strong, and cheaply valued.  They’ve been valued as if Armageddon is probably around the corner, or at 
least not far down the road.  The market does that kind of thing, by its nature.  It gets overly pessimistic 
and stays that way for remarkably long periods of time.  But financial strength and good value always call 
the market’s tune, eventually.  That’s most of the story behind these interesting charts. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


